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Study Camp Overseas *** (Advanced)

Section 1
Choose the best answer.
1. The children may not go to the UK because __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

Australia is a better country
Northumberland is a boring place
Australia is much easier to travel to
the weather in the UK is not good

2. When Michelle says, “We might get to catch a few rays,” she means that
__________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

the weather in the UK is perfect for sunbathing
she is also worried about bad weather in the UK
there may be days spent at the beach
there may be some sun


3. When Michelle says Spencer is a macho boy, she means he is very __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

masculine and manly
handsome and friendly
tall and thin
quiet and shy

4. Spencer does not like acting because he __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

wants to do something more adventurous
thinks acting is boring and time consuming
doesn’t like films
doesn’t like talking to girls

5. What does Spencer know about “zorbing”?






A.
B.
C.
D.

It is an activity with horses.
The activity is a form of martial art.
The activity involves a ball bouncing down the hill side.
The activity involves jumping over and crawling under things.
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6. Michelle says, “I get vertigo” because she is __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

interested in adventure
afraid of assault courses
scared of heights
excited to go climbing

7. In the discussion about the study camp, the children have NOT talked about
__________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

the choice of places
the weather
the activities
the things to bring
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Section 2
Choose the best answer.
1. Why was Spencer surprised by the length of the bus journey?






A.
B.
C.
D.

He thought England was big.
He thought England was smaller.
He didn’t think buses went so slowly.
He thought the plane landed in Northumberland.

2. Why is Spencer surprised by England?





3.

A.
B.
C.
D.

There are lots of old buildings.
There are lots of dirty cities.
It is green and beautiful.
It doesn’t look like night even though it is late.

According to the dialogue, put the following in the correct order. Write the
number (1, 2, 3 or 4) in the spaces provided. Number 5 has been done as an
example.

A. They will have hot chocolate.
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B. They arrived in Northumberland.

C. They will try English food and drinks for the first time.

D. They will eat around the campfire for the first time.

E. They will meet the guides and other children.

4. Michelle and Spencer have to wear walking boots to hike because the trail would
be __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

wet and dirty
dusty and rough
steep and uneven
dry and flat
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Section 3
Choose the best answer.
1. How did Spencer get dirty?






A.
B.
C.
D.

Climbing over wooden logs
Running through boggy streams
Falling in the mud
Zorbing

2. How did Spencer get injured?






A.
B.
C.
D.

Crawling under wire fences
Doing stunts in the acting class
Going zorbing
Doing an assault course

3. What did Spencer have to do as a result of falling off a wooden log?






A.
B.
C.
D.

Attend acting classes
Learn more English
Go zorbing
Crawl home

4. What was Michelle impressed by?






A.
B.
C.
D.

Spencer’s acting ability
How well Spencer could walk with the injury
How good Spencer was at the assault course
Spencer’s English speaking ability

5. Michelle says , “… that made me really nervous and flustered …”.
The most suitable meaning for the word “flustered” is __________.






A.
B.
C.
D.

a little scared and lost for words
unhappy and very quiet
excited and talkative
friendly and kind
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6. According to the dialogue, put the following camp events in the correct order.
(i)
(ii)

For the things they did NOT do, put an “x” in the spaces provided.
For the things they DID, put the events in the correct order in which
they took place. Write the number (2, 3, or 4) in the spaces provided.

Two have been done as examples.

A. They gave a presentation

B. They talked on a radio show

C. They received their certificates

D. They ate black pudding


E. They saw some dancers

F. They interviewed local people
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G. They went to town.
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